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  Application of RUA

The main idea of this new program is to have every potential
radioactive substance user to apply for an “internal license” or
RUA BEFORE they start radiation work. No one is allowed to
perform any radiation related work on campus without such an
authorization.

Radioactive substances nowadays play very important roles in
areas such as energy production, and medical applications, both
diagnostic and therapeutic. In a teaching and research
environment like HKUST, radioactive materials act as an
extremely valuable tool in various kinds of research. We in fact
have quite a number of laboratories actively involved in research
projects which employ radioactive materials.

It is well known that despite of its usefulness, radioactive
materials, if not carefully controlled, can pose significant
potential health hazards to the users and even the general public.
The mission of the Radiation Safety Section of SEPO is to control
these potential hazards and to ensure radiation exposures abide
by the universally accepted As Low As Reasonably Achievable
(ALARA) principle.

The existing HKUST Radiation Safety Program requires radiation
users to register with SEPO. The registration will then initiate
requirements of safety training, personnel exposure monitoring,
and other routine services. Now SEPO has launched an internal
licensing program which we called Radiation Use Authorization
(RUA) to further enhance radiation safety on campus. Compared
with the former procedures, RUA enables SEPO to ensure
radiation safety through an even more active and systematic
way. The essence of this program is summarized in this article.
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The application should be filed by the principal investigator with
endorsement by the head of department. The University Radiation
Protection Officer (URPO) of SEPO will then perform a detailed
review of the proposed project which includes an inspection of
the proposed workspace(s) and personal interviews with the
concerned lab personnel.

The granting of authorization is based on a clearly defined set of
“Criteria for Approval”. The criteria include personnel registration
and training, personnel exposure monitoring through
Thermoluminescent Dosimetry (TLD), adequate safety measures
at workplace, proper contamination control and radioactive waste
management measures, record keeping and notification
requirements.

Once the RUA is granted, the principal investigator who filed the
application becomes an Authorized User. SEPO provides all
authorized users with necessary routine services, including
radioactive waste collection, TLD replacement and exposure
reporting, bioassay where necessary, area contamination survey,
calibration of radiation detectors; and emergency support such
as co-ordinating area decontamination and cleanup confirmation.

  Renewal of RUA

RUAs are valid for a maximum of one year. Each authorization
will be reviewed, modified, and re-authorized, if necessary, at
the end of that period. During the authorized period, users should
also contact SEPO for prior approval if there is a change of
radiation work personnel, radionuclides used, work location,
possession limits, or work procedures. In some cases, new RUAs
may be required.
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  Suspension or Termination of
  RUA

A very important element of this new program is suspension or
termination of RUAs when there are violations of radiation safety
requirements. Any authorized radiation user found to be willfully
and/or negligently violating any of the campus regulations
governing the use of radioactive materials or irradiating
apparatus may have his/her RUA suspended or revoked by
SEPO.

Under normal circumstances, RUAs will terminate upon
completion of the project, change in the authorized user,
expiration of the authorization without renewal, when authorized
irradiating apparatus is rendered inoperable, or when
relationship between authorized user and the University ends.

We believe the implementation of these new RUA procedures will
provide an efficient and systematic means to further enhance
radiation safety on campus. We trust that SEPO will have your full
co-operation in this matter.

Did you get it right ?Did you get it right ?
- Answers to Safety Quiz in the last issue of Safetywise.
1 2 3

5 6 7

Answers :Answers :

1. Large quantity of flammable liquid should be put in a DG store instead of a laboratory.
2. Adequate room must be reserved for emergency exit.
3. It is dangerous working at height without any protection.  The person should have used a longer ladder.
4. Even with a platform for working at height, one should not reach beyond the platform in an unsafe manner.  The person
    should have moved the platform.
5. Raw meat must be stored under low temperature and be protected from possible contamination.
6. Compressed gas cylinders must be secured to the structure of the building.
7. Access to emergency equipment (such as eye wash and shower) should not be blocked.
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An Explosion at a

Local Institution
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  The Accident

An explosion occurred in the Organic Research Laboratory at a
local tertiary institution a while ago.  The experiment involved
a post-graduate student who was performing an organic syn-
thesis procedure which generated an organic azide (C9H9O3N9)
as an intermediate.  The work was done on a bench top.  While
the exact cause of the explosion is unknown at the time, it was
thought to be the result of the sudden liberation of a large vol-
ume of nitrogen gas which formed during the decomposition
of the organic azide.  Three students were injured, one required
hospitalization.  Most of the injuries involved cuts to the face
and hands by glass fragments.  Fortunately, the student per-
forming the experiment was wearing safety glasses which pre-
vented her eyes from injury.

  Azides Compounds Are
  Dangerous

In academic institutions, azide compounds are commonly used
in biochemical procedures and organic synthesis protocols.
These compounds have a characteristic formula R(N3)x.  R may
be almost any metal, hydrogen or halogen atom; an organic
radical or others.  Hydrogen azide, most light metal azides, all
heavy metal azides, and most organic azides are explosive.  They
should be handled with utmost care and be protected from light,
shock and heat.  Besides posing a hazard for the laboratory
workers, they may also be hazardous to the waste handlers and
sometimes, even plumbers.  There have been reports of plumb-
ers getting injured from explosion while fixing drain pipes in
laboratories.  When certain azide compounds are poured into
the drain, they react with the lead and copper in the pipping to
form heavy metal azides which can explode when shaken.  An-
other reason for not disposing hazardous materials into the
drain!

  Methods of Control

Administratively, students and employees should not be assigned
to handle dangerous materials until they have been informed of
the potential hazards and have been trained on the proper safety
measures.

Engineering wise, controls should be employed to contain po-
tentially dangerous operations.  For example, experiments which
involve the use of volatile materials should be performed in
chemical fume cupboards.  Potentially explosive experiments
such as those involving azide compounds should be surrounded
by blast screens.

The use of proper personal protective equipment such as eye
protection, lab coats and gloves is essential when handling dan-
gerous chemicals.  Please note that regular prescription glasses
cannot take the place of safety glasses or goggles.  If the victim
of the above-mentioned accident was wearing regular prescrip-
tion glasses, the glass lenses could have been shattered and
inflict injuries to her eyes!

SEPO congratulate the winners of the Safety Quiz in the last
issue of Safetywise.

... And the Winners
are ...

Winners (from left) Jacky Cheng (OLS), William Chau (BIOL),
Dr Joseph Kwan (Director of SEPO) who presented the prizes,
representative receiving the prize for Frank Wong (BIOL) and
representative for Samuel Chan (EMO).

For Answers see page 8.
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LIST OF DEPARTMENTAL SAFETY OFFICERS
Dept/office FSO Tel. E-mail Deputy FSO Tel. E-mail

ACCT Miss Juno TUNG 7555 ACJUNO Miss Carolyn LAM 7554 ACCAROLY

ARR Mr Kin Choi HONG 6641 ARHONG Mr Joseph LAM 6631 ARJOSEPH

BICH Miss Amy S Y FONG 7290 BTAMYFON

(General Office)

Dr Peter H Y LAM 7277 BCPLAM

(R Laboratory)

BIOL Dr Yong XIE 7340 BOYXIE

CAD/CAM Mr Chiu Cheung CHAN 8673 CACCCHAN Mr Chun Lin YUAN 8674 CACYUAN

CAEM Mr Leo C H LEE 8665/ CHLEE

8904

CCSS Mr Mantes CHUNG 6328 GACYM

CCST Mr Micheal TANG 6261 CCWCTANG Mr James TSANG 6266 CCJAMES

CENG Dr John F PORTER 7132 KEJEP

CHEM Dr Paul R CARLIER 7352 CHPAUL Dr L L YEUNG 7385 CHYEUNGL

CIVL Dr Jun Shang KUANG 7162 CEJKUANG Mr S T LUI 7163 CESTLUI

COMP Ms Zina YUNG 7026 ZINA Mr Chi Leung FUNG 7021 CLFUNG

CSO Miss Josephine S K LAU 6333 KSJOELAU

DBM Miss Olive TSANG 7540 BMOLIVE Mr H K CHEUK 7539

DENG Ms Joyce LEUNG 6957 EGJOYCE Mr Lawrence LEE 7232 EGLLEE

DHSS Miss Connie LEUNG 7791 HMCONNIE Mr Mervyn CHEUNG 7769 SHMERVYN

DSCI Miss Vivien LAU 7266 SSVIVIEN Miss Brenda LAU 7261 SSBRENDA

ECON Miss Cindy SUN 7622 YINGLAN

ELEC Prof Joseph SCHMITT 8515 EESCHMIT Mr Joseph CHENG 7084 CSCHENG

EMO Mr William HO LG/5 6453 EOMSHO Mr Jack CHAN 6506 EOJACHAN

Ms Codana CHAN 5/F 6438 EOCODANA Ms Jessy KWOK 6442 EOJESSY

Mr Hung LAU (BS) 6489 EOHLAU Mr C K LI 6476 EOCKLI

ETC Mr Yau Keung TSUI 6818 ETYKTSUI Miss Karen CHUA 6803 ETKAREN

FINA Ms Cathy CHAN 7666 FNCATHY

FO Mr Jeff Li 7950 FOJEFF

Mr Alan WONG 7956 FOALAN

Miss Ming WU 7945 FOWUMING

HUMA Miss Teresa WONG 7800 HMTERESA

IAO Ms Eliza W Y TAM 6293 IAELIZA

IEEM Dr Ajay JONEJA 7119 JONEJA

ISMT Miss Margaret CHAN 7728 IMMAR Miss Mianna CHEUNG 7733 IMMIAN

Miss Mandy TAM 7633 IMMANDY
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Dept/office FSO Tel. E-mail Deputy FSO Tel. E-mail

LANG Miss Doris S F LEE 7870 LCDORIS Miss Jova CHAN 7880 LCJOVA

LIB Mr Daniel FAN 6712 LBDANIEL Mr Wai Kei LEUNG 6773 LBWAIKEI

MARK Miss K Y LEE 7711 MKKAYEE Ms Terry LAW 7700 MKTERRY

MATH Dr Allanus H M TSOI 7421 MATSOI Mr Ho Wing WONG 7469 MACOOK

MCPC Mr Jiaqi ZHENG 6866 MCJZHENG

MECH Dr Huihe QIU 7190 MEQIU Mr Anthony C W KWOK 7195 MECWKWOK

MFC Mr Roger L K MAI 7222 MFCRMAI Mr C K CHAN 7213 MFCKCHAN

MGTO Miss Eliza TANG 7754 MNELIZA

MWS Mr Kwok Kei LAU 6891 LSKKLAU

OCGA Mr Raymond DRAGAN 6180 OCDRAGRA Ms Jenny LIU CHENG 6946 OCJCHENG

OLS Mr Vincent LI 6838 LSVLI Ms MARIA LAI 6843 LSMARIAL

OP Mrs Magdalena YEN 6101 PRESMAG Miss Moment CHAN 6101 PRESCHAN

PAO Mr Bobby SHAM 6312 PABOBBY Mr Shing Yee WONG 6307 PABOSCO

PCO Ms Kathy S W HUI 8679 PCKATHY

PHYS Mr Yongjia QIAN 8879 PHYJQIAN Mr Tze Kin CHEUNG 7516 PHTZEKIN

(Research)

Mr Kingsley WONG 7510 PHKINGSL

(Teaching)

PO Mr Chor Ming TO 6573 POCMTO Miss Mabel TAM 6585 POMABELT

PURO Mr Raymond TANG 6381 FORAY

RC Dr Ming FANG 6916 RCMFANG Mr Hing Sing TSUI 6913 RCHSTSUI

SAO Mr C K LAU 6700 SACKL Mr Ricky YEUNG 6667 SAYWK

(Sports Facilities)

Mr Rocky TANG 6695 SAROCKY

(Student Halls)

Miss Idy LAI 6684 SAIDY

(Main Office & Other Service Areas of SAO)

SEPO Mr T S LI 6511 EOTSLI Miss K Y HO 6512 EOKYHO

(General Office)

Dr Pete SWEARENGEN 6510 EOPETE Mr Edmond CHENG 6456 EOECHENG

(SEPO Lab)

SOSC Miss Carol CHAN 7812 SOCAROL

TTC Dr Wai Ming CHUNG 7906 TTCHUNG

UDO Miss Mandy CHEUNG 6110 UDMANDY Miss Freda CHING 6109 UDFREDA

VPAAO Ms Betty LAW 6132 APBETTY Ms Eliza W C YU 6126 APELIZA

VPABO Ms Betty TO 6332 ABBETTY

VPRDO Ms Bonnie NG 6167 RDBONNIE
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HKUST has Environmentally
Friendly Practices
HKUST has Environmentally
Friendly Practices

  Chemical Waste

HKUST is a licensed chemical waste generator in Hong Kong.
As such, the university uses the services of  the government
chemical waste contractor, Enviropace Limited, for collection
and disposal of all regulated chemical wastes.  Waste from
university teaching and research laboratories, as well as that
from service organizations like ETC, EMO, and OLS  is collected
in certified containers and treated to international standards at
the Tsing Yi Island Chemical Waste Treatment Centre.  The total
volume of such waste in 1995 was greater than 10,500 liters.
The university also follows guidelines from Hong Kong
Environmental Protection Department for solid waste disposal,
and when necessary, retains the services of licensed contractors
for permit-controlled landfill disposal.  SEPO maintains contact
with EPD regarding new or modified regulations and provides
FSO’s of concerned departments with updated information on a
regular basis.  SEPO also teaches hazardous waste management
classes for faculty, students and staff to inform concerned
individuals about current regulations and practices in Hong
Kong.  The EPD has audited records of chemical waste
maintained by SEPO and has found all practices to be in
compliance.

  Sewage

The sewage effluent from HKUST  goes through a sewage tunnel
to the treatment plant at Junk Bay.  SEPO monitors this sewage
effluent and also that of the neighbors who are connected to the
UST sewage system, including TVB, Shaw Brothers, and Clear
Water Bay School.  Regular monitoring reports are sent to the
EPD local control office, to verify compliance with EPD license
terms and the conditions published in the EPD Technical
Memorandum.  SEPO applied for the current discharge license,
and has maintained a sewage discharge license since 1992.  The
monitoring reports show that the university sewage effluent is
kept within recognized limits for wastewater typical of a large
institution such as this one.  If any parameter is observed to go
above the license conditions, SEPO will monitor the condition
and pursue an active sampling approach in order to trace the
source of the pollutant.  It is clear from the results of the current
regulatory environment that the voluntary good waste disposal
practices of the faculty and staff at UST have enabled the university
to be an environmentally friendly user of the sewage disposal
scheme in Hong Kong.
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The university uses seawater from Port Shelter for cooling of
the heat exchangers  which serve the air conditioning system.
SEPO applied for the license for this usage in 1992, and
reapplied  in 1994 to keep the university within legal terms.
Seawater samples are taken from both the intake and effluent
on a monthly basis for analysis of all the parameters required
by the license.  These results have consistently shown that UST
does not add any pollutants to the seawater.  A small amount of
allowable residual chlorine is added to reduce growth of marine
life on the walls of the conduit pipes.  Regular reports of the
monitoring are provided to the Hong Kong EPD, and samples
taken by the EPD have confirmed the SEPO results.  SEPO has
also routinely performed analysis of the surfactant content of
both intake and exit flows and it has been shown that UST does
not contribute any manmade surfactant material to the seawater.
The conditions which lead to the white foam which is seen under
certain conditions at the UST seawater exit pipe have been
discussed in a previous issue of Safetywise.  It can be
summarized briefly by saying that the foaming is caused
primarily by the cell contents of  microscopic marine organisms
which are destroyed by the chlorine used (for antifouling
purposes) in the seawater pipe system and by the severe
turbulence present in the outfall pipe.  The university also uses
an EPD approved biocide twice weekly for one hour duration to
kill marine life which lines the cooling water conduit, and this
biocide causes increased foam production when it is present in
the system.

  Cooling  Seawater
Finally, it should be stated that SEPO has monitored stack
emissions from the university fume hood exhaust system, and
has not observed emission levels in excess of the air quality
conditions for the Clear Water Bay air control zone.  SEPO has
also contributed to design conditions when new facilities are
planned, such as the new MFC Phase II, and emissions which
are known to be environmentally unfriendly have been scrubbed
to reduce gaseous pollutant discharge.  When the recycling of
paper and cardboard waste products at HKUST are considered,
along with carefully monitored chemical waste disposal, sewage
effluent, and cooling seawater usage, we are pround to say
that the university is an environmentally friendly neighbor, and
makes a strong and consistent effort to remain so.

HOW TO CONTACT
S E P O

Ext E-mail

  SEPO General Enquiry 6513 SAFETY

  Occupational Hygienist Mr. Al Clancy 6509 EOCLANCY

  Environmental Engineer Dr. Pete Swearengen 6510 EOPETE

  Safety Engineer Mr. T S Li 6511   EOTSLI

  Health Physicist Dr. Paul Chan 6535 EOMCHAN

  Fell free to call any of us or send us an E-mail if you have specific safety

  or environmental related questions.
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"What's Wrpng with This Picture?""What's Wrpng with This Picture?"
A 2nd Round of Safety Quiz Contest -A 2nd Round of Safety Quiz Contest -

With PRIZE!!With PRIZE!!

7.  Electrical plugs and cords 3.  Emergency shower and eyewash

5.  Fire sprinkler

6.  Machinary

"What's Wrong with This Picture?""What's Wrong with This Picture?"
A 2nd Round of Safety Quiz Contest -A 2nd Round of Safety Quiz Contest -

With PRIZE!!With PRIZE!!

2.  Platform for working at height1.  Emergency Exit

4.  Inside a "Flammable" storage cabinet

Can you tell what is wrong with each of the
following pictures from a safety point of view?
If you do, send your answers to SEPO (atten-
tion Ms K Y Ho), along with your name, unit,
and staff number (Sorry, SEPO personnel not
eligible).  The FIRST FIFTEEN people giving
the correct answers will get a UNIQUE PRIZE
that money can't buy! The closing date is 31
May 1996, and the answer will be published
in the June 1996 issue of Safetywise.


